Job Title: Multiple (Full-time: Both permanent and internships)
Location: Dubai

Start Date: ASAP/ Summer

About Us
Founded by a McKinsey and Cambridge alumnus, Soukare is a Healthcare Tech start-up, that aims to
improve the lives of its customers, through providing convenient and hassle-free service, while ensuring
complete peace of mind.

Soukare recently launched in UAE; www.soukare.com, with a test product (contact lenses) offering realtime delivery to customers' door steps. The current website is a beta version to test a number of elements
of the value proposition. The aim is to diversify and expand rapidly, not only across products but also
services, to become a leading Healthcare Tech player in the region, and beyond.

About this Role
Soukare is a pure start-up that is looking to build an exceptional team to lead it forward. We are not
looking for specific degree majors or prior experience, but for smart, flexible and committed individuals,
with a passion to make a change.

We have a number of work-streams that need to be covered including Marketing (digital and traditional),
Operations, Technology and more, and the roles can be carved out to fit the profile for the right
candidates. As we are a start-up, regardless of the assigned job, everyone at Soukare will end up working
across almost all work-streams at some point in time.

If you are passionate about working in a start-up, we would love to hear from you: careers@soukare.com

What you'll learn/gain from this experience
•

Work in a true start-up environment

•

Continuously solve real business problems

•

Become part of the core start-up team and play an integral part in shaping the future of the company

Requirements to Apply
•

Outstanding analytical and problem solving skills

•

Flexibility to work across different work-streams and roll your sleeves to get things done

•

Good communication and teamworking skills

